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This is a draft of the development list for each race.  There is first some new concepts to learn:

Upgrade: This means that a player destroy a card and place a stronger card in their discard pile. For 
example, upgrading a footman to a bowman would destroy the footman from the player's hand then add 
a bowman to the discard pile. Units can gold can be upgraded.

There is a series of development types that changes the way it is used. Each race have access to all 
types of developments, but they have different effects.

Defence: This development is effective every time the home realm is attacked by a player.
Trap: This card is destroyed after being used, it can  be used any time a player is attacked by another 
player.
Spend Gold: Players discard a gold card on their turn to activate that ability
Stronghold: Players can exhaust stronghold to activate that ability instead of gaining influence.
City: Players can exhaust a city (not stronghold) to perform the ability. Variable X is the city influence.
Exhaust: Players can exhaust this card on their turn to activate the ability
Instant: Players can exhaust this card on opponent's turn to activate the ability.

It is possible that the variant come with a series of tokens to mark: wounds, +1, +2, +3, +X, 0, -1, -2.

Here is the list of developments so far. The development don't have names yet, and the price and health 
of each of them is not defined yet. But the Price and health should be the same for each type listed 
above.

Daqan Lords

Defence: Add +2 to battle strength
Trap: Attacker roll attrition die
Spend Gold: Re-arrange the top 3 cards of the deck. Cards can also be discarded.
Stronghold: Add a +1 token to a unit in battle. Only one +1 per unit.
City: Draw X cards and keep 1.
Exhaust: Upgrade a Footman or Bowman by 1 level.
Exhaust: Upgrade a gold card by 1 level
Instant: Reduce the basic strength of the unit played by the opponent to 0. 



Latari Elves

Defence: When a deepwood archer is played, wound a enemy unit or destroy a wounded unit.
Trap: The attacker cannot use the special ability of his unit cards for this battle.
Spend Gold: Draw 2 cards, keep elven units and discard the rest.
Stronghold: Remove a wound token from a unit.
City: Draw X cards, destroy 1 card and discard the rest.
Exhaust: Upgrade a unit to any unit, pay the difference in gold.
Exhaust: Destroy a gold card, draw X cards where X is the value of the gold, and keep only 1 card.
Instant: Instead of playing a card, Discard cards from the top of your deck until you find a unit. Place 
that unit in battle and do not activate it's ability.

Waiqar the Undying

Defence: Destroy the last card played by the attacker.
Trap: Attacker discard 2 card from his hand.
Spend Gold: Draw a unit card from your discard pile.
Stronghold: Discard a card that was about to be destroyed.
City: Draw a unit from the discard pile where it's strength is not greater than X.
Exhaust: Destroy a Reanimate or Skeleton Archer to draw 2 cards and keep 1.
Exhaust: Destroy a gold card to get twice it's value in influence.
Instant: ignore the “When Played” ability of the card played by the opponent.

Uthuk Y'llan

Defence: Each warlock chieftain gets +1 and can wound an enemy or friendly unit.
Trap: Reduce the value of all enemy units by 1.
Spend Gold: Reshuffle your deck and draw cards until a unit is drawn. Other cards are discarded.
Stronghold: Re-roll the attrition die.
City: Add X to the battle strength. Only 1 city can be used per battle.
Exhaust: Destroy any units to draw 3 cards and discard 3 cards.
Exhaust: Upgrade any gold card by paying the difference of the influence cost.
Instant: Opponent discard a card from his hand.


